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Abstract. Evolution of drought under changing climate and the operation of large reservoir play an important role in drought9

warning and control. Thus, the evolution characteristics of hydrological drought and the effects of large reservoir on drought10

resistance are explored in the Hun river basin (HRB). Firstly, Standardized runoff Index (SRI) was adopted to evaluate the11

evolution characteristics of hydrological drought. Meanwhile, based on drought duration and severity identified by the run12

theory, the copula function with the highest goodness of fit was selected to calculate the return period of hydrological13

drought. Furthermore, the propagation time from meteorological to hydrological drought were determined by calculating the14

Pearson correlation coefficients between 1-month SRI and multi-time scale Standardized precipitation index (SPI). Finally,15

based on the cumulative precipitation deficit thresholds for triggering hydrological drought, the impact of large reservoir on16

drought resistance of the basin was revealed. The results show that: (1) hydrological drought showed a slight strengthening17

trend in the eastern, while presented alternate characteristics of drought and flood in the western and center of the HRB from18

1967 to 2019; (2) the western and center of the HRB were vulnerable districts to hydrological drought with longer drought19

duration and higher severity; (3) the most severe drought with drought duration of 23 months, severity of 28.7, and20

corresponding return periods that both exceed the thresholds of duration and severity and exceed the threshold of duration or21

severity were 371 years and 89 years, respectively; (4) the propagation time from meteorological to hydrological drought of22

the lower reaches of large reservoir has been significantly prolonged owing to the operation of large reservoir; and (5) the23

operation of large reservoir strengthened the drought resistance in the lower reaches while lightly weaken in the upper24

reaches of large reservoir.25

1 Introduction26

Drought is a complex natural disaster caused by the abnormal decrease of precipitation, which has a grievous fatal effects on27

agriculture, ecology and social economy (Oladipo, 1985; Huang and Chou, 2008; Huang et al., 2015; Fang et al., 2019; Guo28

et al., 2019). Remarkable changes in global climate and environment aggravate the occurrence of hydrological extreme29
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events characterized by drought (Wilhite and Glantz, 1985; Palmer and Räisänen, 2002; Kunkel, 2003; Beniston and1

Stephenson, 2004; Christensen and Christensen, 2004; Leng et al., 2015). Hydrological drought refers to the condition when2

the water level of a river or aquifer is lower than normal. The hydrological drought index based on runoff variation can3

reveal the hydrological drought status of the basin well (Mishra and Singh, 2011; Wang et al., 2020). SRI is commonly4

applied in hydrological drought monitoring and evaluation and has been widely used in drought frequency analysis and5

drought risk management (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012; Rivera et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2019; Yang et al.,6

2020; Guo et al., 2020). Based on the drought index, the characteristics of drought events can be revealed quantitatively. Run7

theory, a time series analysis method, is widely applied to identify drought events and extract drought characteristic values,8

such as drought duration and severity (Kim et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2016a, 2016b; Wu et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019). Copula9

function could better combine multiple drought characteristic variables and provides a valid way in multivariate frequency10

analysis (Mirabbasi, 2012; Lee et al., 2013; Vyver and Bergh 2018; Dash et al., 2019; Lindenschmidt and Rokaya, 2019).11

Therefore, based on drought duration and severity identified by the run theory, the copula function with the highest goodness12

of fit was selected to calculate the return period of hydrological drought (Kao and Govindaraju, 2009; Mirabbasi et al.,13

2012).14

In general, hydrological drought is a response to the accumulation of meteorological drought conditions. The relationship15

between hydrological drought and meteorological drought has been discussed by many scholars and it is believed that the16

main element leading to hydrological drought is meteorological drought (Pandey and Ramasastri, 2001; Van Loon et al.,17

2012; Lorenzo-Lacruz et al., 2013; Leng et al., 2015; Barker et al., 2016; Gevaert et al., 2018; Sattar et al. 2019). However,18

what is the intensity of the meteorological drought that triggers hydrological drought with different levels has not yet19

clarified. In other words, it is to determine the trigger threshold of meteorological drought corresponding to hydrological20

drought at different levels. The exploration of the propagation time from meteorological drought to hydrological drought21

(PTMH) can enhance the understanding of the process of drought propagation. Meanwhile, drought propagation threshold22

can be applied to characterize drought resistance of watershed, with the higher the drought propagation threshold, the23

stronger the drought resistance (Guo et al., 2020). Therefore, a threshold model of drought propagation based on Bayesian24

network is established to realize the quantitative evaluation of the drought resistance of the catchment in this study.25

Moreover, the runoff process downstream of the reservoir can be redistributed on the spatial and temporal scale through26

the operation of the reservoir (Shiklomanov et al., 2000; Chang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020). There are27

many researchers have revealed to some extent the influence of reservoirs operation on drought, especially on hydrological28

drought (Wu et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Guo et al., 2020). However, the effects of large reservoir on29

drought propagation process and drought resistance of the catchment have not been clearly revealed. It is helpful to establish30

the warning and control system of hydrological drought to clarify the influence of large reservoirs on the drought resistance31
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of watershed. Therefore, the effects of large reservoir on drought propagation and drought resistance of the catchment are1

discussed by calculating and analyzing the PTMH and the cumulative precipitation deficit (CPD, mm) in HRB.2

In general, the primary objectives of this paper are: (1) to reveal the spatiotemporal evolution characteristics of3

hydrological drought; (2) to select the best-fit copula and calculate the hydrological drought return period; (3) to determine4

the PTMH; (4) to establish threshold model of drought propagation based on Bayesian network and quantitatively evaluate5

the influence of large reservoir on drought resistance.6

2 Study region and data7

The HRB, as presented in Fig. 1, is located in Liaoning Province, NE China and covers an area of 11,481 km2, among which8

the hilly area occupies 67% and plain area 33%. The basin belongs to the temperate semi-humid and semi-arid monsoon9

climate, with four distinct seasons and the same season of rain and heat. The warm and wet air flow from the low latitude10

tropical monsoon circulation prevails in the summer brings more rainy days, while the Siberia-Mongolia high pressure dry11

cold continental air flow occurs during the winter, prevailing north wind and northwest wind, resulting in low temperature12

and less precipitation. The multi-year average precipitation is approximately 780 mm, with obvious seasonal characteristics,13

and the precipitation in the main flood season (July to August) accounts for about 48.5% of the annual precipitation.14

Dahuofang (DHF) reservoir, located in Fushun city, Liaoning Province, is a large-scale water control project in the HRB,15

with a total storage capacity of 2.268 billion cubic meters. DHF reservoir plays a vital function in flood control and water16

supply, as well as for power generation and fish farming. Since the operation of DHF Reservoir in 1958, the agricultural17

irrigation, the river ecosystem of the region and the hydrological condition of the river channel have been greatly affected.18

Three hydrological stations in HRB were selected from upstream to downstream: Dahuofang (DHF), Shenyang (SY), and19

Xingjiawopeng (XJWP) stations to explore the spatial distribution of hydrological drought in this study. The three20

hydrological stations selected are located downstream of each basin, so the hydrological information of each basin can be21

reflected by the status of the corresponding hydrological stations (Fu et al., 2004). They represent the hydrological22

conditions of above DHF, DHF to SY and SY to XJWP, respectively. In addition, taking Beikouqian (BKQ) station in the23

upstream of DHF reservoir as a control, the effects of large reservoirs on drought propagation and drought resistance in the24

basin were discussed. The monthly runoff dates of these four hydrological stations and monthly precipitation data of the25

twenty meteorological stations during 1967–2019 were adopted in this study, which were collected from the Hydrological26

Data of Liao River Basin from the Year Book of Hydrology P.R.CHINA. Additionally, tyson polygon method was applied to27

calculate the precipitation of meteorological stations to get the corresponding area precipitation of each hydrological station.28

29
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1

Figure. 1 Locations of the HRB, DHF reservoir, and the meteorological and hydrological stations.2

Table. 1 Definition of drought conditions based on the SPI (SRI).3

State Condition Criterion

1 Non-drought SPI(SRI)>-0.5

2 Mild drought -1.0<SPI(SRI)≤-0.5

3 Moderate drought -1.5<SPI(SRI)≤-1.0

4 Severe drought -2.0<SPI(SRI)≤-1.5

5 Extreme drought SPI(SRI)≤-2.0

3.2 Run theory and copula functions4

Run theory is a time series analysis method which is widely applied to identify drought events and extract drought5

characteristic values (Zhao et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2019). In this paper, based on the three thresholds SRI0 (- 0.5), SRI1 (- 1.0)6

and SRI2 (0.0), the run theory was used to identify three drought factors, namely drought frequency, duration and severity,7

from the 1-month scale SRI sequence. Fig. 2 shows the process of drought recognition based on the threshold method, and8

the specific identification process is as follows:9

(1) When the SRI value is less than SRI 0, it shows drought characteristics. From the time (t1) when SRI value is less than10

or equal to SRI0 to the time (t2) when SRI value is greater than or equal to SRI0, it is preliminarily recognized that a drought11
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has occurred. The total run length S is drought severity, and the run duration D (t2-t1) is drought duration. Fig. 2 contains five1

drought processes (a, b, c, d and e).2

(2) On the basis of (1), if the drought duration of the drought process is one period (a, c) and its corresponding SRI value3

is less than SRI1, it is considered that a drought event has occurred (a), otherwise it is defined as no drought event (c).4

(3) If the time interval between two adjacent drought events (d, e) is one month, and the SRI value of this period is less5

than SRI2, the two drought events are combined into one drought event, and drought severity is S=Sd+Se, the drought duration6

is D=Dd+De+1, otherwise they are considered as two drought events.7

8
Figure.2 Drought identification process and definition of drought characteristic variables.9

The sequence of drought duration and severity identified by the run theory were fitted by five common functions,10

including Gamma (GAM), Generalized extreme value (GEV), Exponential (EXP), Lognormal (Logn) and Weibull (WBL)11

distribution. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test and AIC test were applied to determine the best-fit marginal distribution12

functions. Copula function, a multidimensional joint distribution function defined in [0,1], can integrate marginal13

distributions of several dependent random variables to structure a joint probability distribution with multiple features.14

Previous studies have proved that the copula function is an high-efficiency tool for multivariate probability analysis of15

drought (Hao and Singh, 2015; Salvadori and De Michele, 2015; Ren et al., 2020), its equation is expressed as follows:16

�(�, �) = �−1 � � , � � (1)17

where C(u,v) represents the copula function combining two random variables u and v; and φ is convex function.18

The dependency structure between drought duration and severity were modeled by the commonly used binary copula19

functions, including Gumbel, Clayton, Frank, t and Normal copula (Wang et al., 2020). Root mean square error (RMSE) and20

AIC test were applied to select the highest goodness of fit best fitting good (GOF) copula function. Several joint probability21

expressions corresponding to bivariate return periods were used to further explore the occurrence frequency of hydrological22

drought. The expressions of joint probability are defined as:23

���� =
� �

� �>�∩ �>�
= � �

1−�� � −�� � +� �,�
(2)24

��� =
� �

� �>� ∪ �>�
= � �

1−� �,�
(3)25
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where E(L) denotes the expected value of drought interval and FD (d) and FS (s) are marginal cumulative density function of1

drought duration and severity, respectively. Tand is the return period of drought events that both exceed the thresholds of2

duration (D ≥ d) and severity (S ≥ s) and Tor is return period of drought events that considered exceed the threshold of3

duration (D ≥ d) or severity (S ≥ s).4

3.3 The drought propagation time5

In general, hydrological drought is a response to the accumulation of meteorological drought conditions. Since the change of6

hydrological regime can be characterized sensitively by the single time scale SRI, and the accumulation of meteorological7

drought in the previous n months can be reflected by the n time scale SPI, the time scale of SPI with the highest correlation8

with the single time scale SRI is regarded as PTMH (Barker et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2020). In this study,9

the PTMH TPwas determined by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the monthly scale SRI and the10

multi-time scale SPI(1-24 months).11

3.4 The calculation of drought propagation threshold12

Bayesian network, a probabilistic graph model, is widely used in drought impact assessment (Sattar et al., 2019; Guo et al.,13

2020). Therefore, a threshold model of drought propagation based on Bayesian network is established in this study. Suppose14

X (x1,x2…,xn) and Y (y1,y2…,yn) are two random variables, with X and Y as conditions and targets respectively. Then, in the15

case of X ≥ u , the probability of Y ≥ v can be expressed as:16

� � ≥ � � ≥ � = � �≥�,�≥�
� �≥�

= 1−� � −� � +� � � ,� �
1−� �

(4)17

where C(x (u), y (v)) represents the joint cumulative probability of X ≤ u and Y ≤ v; x (u) and y (v) denote the cumulative18

probability of X ≤ u and Y ≤ v; x and y are the marginal cumulative distribution of two random variable X and Y.19

In this study, the hydrological drought characteristics (drought duration and severity) of each drought event are taken as20

the target, respectively, and the corresponding cumulative precipitation deficit (CPD, mm) is identified as the condition. The21

conditional probability of hydrological drought under different CPD conditions would be calculated. Based on the22

recognition of hydrological drought event by the run theory, the CPD of each drought event is calculated during the PTMH.23

The CPD is defined as:24

���� =− max
�≥�≥1 �=�−��+1

� �� − ���� + �=1
�−� �� − ���� (5)25

where CPDn is the corresponding CPD for the nth drought; Pi denotes the precipitation during the period of i; Pm represents26

the average precipitation of the mth month.27

According to the method of determining the marginal distribution described in Section 3.3, GAM, EXP, GEV, Logn and28

WBL distributions were applied to fit the CPD. The commonly used bivariate theoretical copula functions, including Clayton,29

Frank, and Gumbel copula were considered for modeling the dependence structure between CPD and drought duration and30
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severity, respectively, and the GOF copula functions were tested based on RMSE and AIC. In this study, the CPD1

corresponding to the confidence level of 0.95 was taken as the drought propagation threshold for triggering hydrological2

drought events, and this CPD threshold was used to characterize the drought resistance of the basin. In addition, the interval3

conditional probability is calculated in this model to further investigate the sensitivity of hydrological drought responding to4

different CPDs:5

� � ≥ � �1 ≤ � ≤ �2 = � �≥�,�1≤�≤�2
�1≤�≤�2

= � �2 −� �1 −� � �2 ,� � +� � �1 ,� �
� �2 −� �1

6

= 1 − � � �2 ,� � −� � �1 ,� �
� �2 −� �1

(6)7

where u1 and u2 are the upper and lower limits of the given interval.8

4 Results and discussions9

4.1 Change trends of hydrological drought10

Fig. 3 depicts the temporal variation trend of hydrological drought based on the monthly scale SRI in HRB from 1967 to11

2019, which presented difference temporal evolution characteristics in each sub-basin. It is clear from Fig. 3a that the SRI12

sequence showed an non-significant decreasing trend in the DHF, which indicated that the drought showed slight13

strengthening trend in DHF. The significant strengthening trend of drought occurred from March 1991 to September 2004,14

with average SRI value of -0.54 and minimum of -3.33. Fig. 3 (b,c) presents that the temporal evolution characteristics of15

hydrological drought were similar in SY and XJWP, showed alternate characteristics of drought and flood. Droughts16

occurred mainly from May 1977 to April 1984, November 1988 to November 1993 and May 2000 to September 2003 in SY,17

with average SRI value of -0.84, -0.56 and -0.70, respectively. Similarly, droughts occurred mainly from April 1978 to May18

1985, November 1988 to July 1993 and March 2000 to March 2005 in XJWP, with average SRI value of -0.57, -0.50 and19

-0.81, respectively.20

In view of the multi-time scale characteristics of SRI, the seasonal scale SRI was calculated to analyze the seasonal21

variation trend of hydrological drought. Fig. 4 presents the temporal variation of hydrological drought at seasonal scales in22

HRB from 1967 to 2019. From the interannual perspective, the drought trend were different in sub-regions, with the linear23

slope of SRI changed from −0.089/10a to 0.469/10a. SRI showed a decreasing trend at spring, summer and autumn in DHF,24

with the linear slope of SRI were −0.025/10a, −0.008/10a and −0.050/10a, which indicated that drought was aggravating at25

spring, summer and autumn. The linear slope of SRI were 0.167/10a and 0.207/10a at spring and winter, while −0.054/10a26

and −0.079/10a at summer and autumn in SY, indicating that drought was strengthening in summer and autumn and27

decreasing in spring and winter. Similar to the temporal characteristics of SY, drought showed an strengthening trend in28

summer and autumn, while a decreasing trend in spring and winter in XJWP with the linear slope of SRI were −0.083/10a,29
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−0.089/10a, 0.319/10a and 0.469/10a, respectively. Moreover, it can be observed from Fig. 4 that both continuous drought1

and drought-flood abrupt alternation may occur in HRB within the year.2

3

Figure.3 Temporal variation of hydrological drought based on monthly scales in HRB during 1967- 2019. (a)-(c) denote DHF, SY and4

XWP, respectively.5

6
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Figure. 4 Heat map of hydrological drought at seasonal scales in the HRB from 1967 to 2019. (a)-(c) denote DHF, SY and XWP,1

respectively.2

In order to further explore the temporal evolution characteristics of hydrological drought, the trend characteristic U value3

of M-K trend test were calculated. Table 2 shows the trend characteristic value U at the seasonal and annual scales. It is clear4

from Table 2 that the characteristics of drought trends in different periods and stations are obviously different. On the annual5

scale, the U value of DHF, SY and XJWP stations were −0.83, -0.37 and -0.09, indicating an non-significant strengthening6

trend of drought in the HRB. On the seasonal scale, the U values of each sub-basin in summer and autumn were less than7

zero, which indicated that drought was strengthening in summer and autumn in HRB. The U values of DHF were less than8

zero in spring and winter, which indicated that drought showed an strengthening trend in spring and winter at DHF. However,9

the U values of SY and XJWP stations were 2.15, 2.34, 3.67 and 6.64 in spring and winter, respectively. These trend10

characteristic U values passed the significance test of α = 0.05, indicated that the drought showed a significant decreasing11

trend in spring and winter at the SY and XJWP of HRB. All in all, the drought at DHF showed an strengthening in all12

seasons and showed an strengthening trend in summer and autumn, while an decreasing trend in spring and winter at SY and13

XJWP, which can be confirmed with the conclusions of previous section.14

Table. 2 U values of SRI in the HRB during 1967-2019.15

Zone DHF SY XJWP

U value Trend U value Trend U value Trend

Spring -0.52 downward 2.15 upward 3.67 upward

Summer -0.40 downward -1.47 downward -1.49 downward

Autumn -0.95 downward -1.46 downward -1.15 downward

Winter -0.11 downward 2.34 upward 6.64 upward

Year -0.84 downward -0.37 downward -0.09 downward

The bold letters denote that the U values passed the MK trend test of α = 0.05.16

Based on the run theory, three drought factors, namely drought frequency, duration and severity, were identified from the17

1-month scale SRI sequence. Drought events which were detected sum up to 133 in 3 districts of HRB during 1967-2019.18

DHF was most frequently affected by drought, with a total of 57 drought events, followed by XJWP and SY with 39 and 3719

drought events, respectively. The box chart of drought duration and severity was drawn, and the spatial distribution of20

drought was discussed (Fig. 5). Fig. 5 shows that districts with the mean of drought duration more than 5 months included21

SY and XJWP, while the median drought duration of XJWP was greater than DHF and SY. Besides, SY and XJWP have22

experienced extremely long duration drought events lasting more than 23 months. The districts in the wast (XJWP) and23

center (SY) were more likely experience longer drought events and the longer-duration drought events was most likely to24

occur in central regions. Drought severity and drought duration maintained a highly consistency. The highest drought25

severity occurred in XJWP and the mean drought severity of DHF was less than XJWP and SY (Fig. 5). In summary,26

western and center of the HRB were vulnerable district to hydrological drought, where the drought duration and severity27
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were more serious than in eastern (DHF) districts. Nevertheless, the eastern region of the HRB was more sensitive to1

short-duration drought, which were dominated by two-month and three-month drought events.2

3
Figure.5 Box chart of duration and severity of hydrological drought.4

4.2 Periodicity analysis5

In this study, five common functions including Gamma, EXP, GEV, Logn, and WBL, were used to fit the sequence of6

duration and severity of hydrological drought events in the three sub-basins in the HRB and AIC and K-S test were applied7

to select the best-fit distribution, and the consequences were shown in Table 3. Table 3 illustrates that all of the optimal8

distributions passed the K-S test of α = 0.01. The joint distribution of drought duration and severity was determined using the9

copula functions in the HRB. Based on the RMSE and AIC, the GOF copula functions were selected in the HRB (Table 4) .10

Table. 3 Determination of the optimum marginal distribution function of drought characteristics.11

Zone Drought characteristics Optimal distribution AIC K-S

BKQ
Duration EXP -283.37 0.190*

Severity Logn -310.04 0.123*

CPD GAM -374.31 0.062*

DHF
Duration EXP -333.89 0.094*

Severity GEV -386.58 0.072*

CPD WBL -404.90 0.061*

SY
Duration EXP -204.75 0.148*

Severity GEV -249.64 0.098*

CPD GEV -239.90 0.098*

XJWP
Duration GEV -239.43 0.105*

Severity Logn -251.49 0.106*

CPD GEV -236.55 0.113*

“*” denote that the optimal distribution passed the K-S test of α = 0.01.12

Table. 4 GOF evaluation of different copula functions about drought duration and severity in the HRB.13

Zone Clayton-copula Gumbel-copula Frank-copula Normal-copula t-copula

RMSE AIC RMSE AIC RMSE AIC RMSE AIC RMSE AIC

DHF 0.05 -340.68 0.04 -375.08 0.04 -363.30 0.04 -371.35 0.04 -372.16

SY 0.04 -229.56 0.04 -238.93 0.04 -245.28 0.04 -241.23 0.04 -238.74

XJWP 0.05 -237.35 0.05 -231.59 0.05 -235.26 0.05 -235.51 0.05 -235.60

Bold letters represent the optimal copula functions.14
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Fig. 6 shows the contour plots of return period levels of drought events based on the optimal copula, and the return period1

Tand and Tor of drought events in each sub-basin can be observed. The drought return period increased with the increase of2

drought duration and severity in the HRB. For the same drought event, return period Tand would be higher than Tor.3

Meanwhile, regarding the same return period, drought duration and severity from large to small were SY, DHF and XJWP,4

respectively. In DHF, the drought occurred from September 2001 to July 2002 was the most severe, lasting 11 months, with5

severity of 16.2, and return period Tand and Tor were 33 years and 17 years, respectively. In SY, the most severe drought6

happened from May 2000 to November 2001, lasting19 months, with severity of 24.1, and return period Tand and Tor were7

152 years and 24 years, respectively. Similarly, the drought occurred from August 1981 to June 1983 was the most severe in8

XJWP, lasting 23 months, with severity of 28.7, and return period Tand and Tor were 371 years and 89 years, respectively.9

10

Figure. 6 The return periods Tand and Tor of 1-month scale drought events in DHF (a and d), SY (b and e) and XJWP (c and f).11

Besides, according to the univariate empirical frequency of drought duration and severity, three typical drought scenarios12

were selected to analyze the return periods. The scenarios corresponding to the empirical frequency of 0.50, 0.25 and 0.05 of13

the univariate were defined as moderate, severe and extreme drought. Table 5 exhibits the drought return periods Tand and Tor14

under different drought scenarios and their corresponding drought duration and drought severity in DHF, SY and XJWP. For15

moderate drought, the return period Tand and Tor had the same regularity in DHF, SY and XJWP, with the largest value in SY,16

followed by XJWP and DHF. As for severe drought, the distribution of Tand and Tor about severe and extreme drought were17

consistent in DHF, SY and XJWP, which showed that SY has the highest return period Tor, followed by XJWP and DHF,18

while the return period Tand in XJWP was greater than SY and DHF. It should be noted that the drought presented the19
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characteristics of smaller return period with high drought duration and large severity in eastern of the HRB. It is foreseeable1

that eastern districts will be more likely to suffer from more serious drought events.2

Table. 5 The drought return periods Tand and Tor under different drought scenarios and their corresponding drought factors in HRB.3

Zone Drought scenario Tand (Year) Tor (Year) Drought duration Drought severity

DHF
Moderate drought 2.3 1.7 3 2.6

Severe drought 4.5 3.1 5 4.3

Extreme drought 22.8 14.9 11 11.9

SY
Moderate drought 3.3 2.7 4 2.8

Severe drought 6.7 4.8 7 5.3

Extreme drought 71 18.6 16 20.7

XJWP
Moderate drought 3.2 2.6 4 3.5

Severe drought 7.3 4.4 6 6.1

Extreme drought 79 16.3 13 13.8

4.3 The propagation from meteorological to hydrological drought4

Based on the superiority of SPI that it can be calculated at multi-time scales, the PTMH were determined by calculating the5

Poisson correlation coefficient between the monthly SRI and the multi-time SPI. The PTMH was indicated by the month6

with the strongest correlation. The Poisson correlation coefficient and the PTMH of four hydrological stations in HRB were7

shown in Fig. 7. It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the PTMH in HRB had obviously seasonal characteristics. The high8

correlation coefficients were mainly concentrated in spring and summer, and the corresponding PTMH ranged from 3 to 79

months, while the correlation coefficients were lower in autumn and winter with PTMH ranged from 2 to 5 months at BKQ10

and DHF. Nevertheless, high correlation coefficients were concentrated from late summer to early winter, and the11

corresponding PTMH ranged from 3 to 14 months, while the correlation coefficients were lower from late winter to early12

summer with PTMH ranged from 4 to 23 months at BKQ and DHF. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the PTMH at SY and13

XJWP were significantly higher than at BKQ and DHF, which is likely that the operation of DHF reservoir has markedly14

effect the PTMH of the HRB.15
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1

Figure. 7 The correlation between monthly SRI and multi-time scale SPI and the PTMH in BKQ (a), DHF (b), SY (c) and XJWP (d).2

The detailed effects of DHF reservoir operation on the PTMH were revealed by calculating the PTMH of different periods.3

Fig. 8 expresses the results of the PTMH included the four seasons, water supply period (WS-P), storage period (S-P), and4

full series (F-series) at the four stations in the HRB. Considering the lack of data before the construction of the DHF5

reservoir, this paper holds that the consistency of PTMH was perfect before the construction of the DHF reservoir in the6

HRB and the status of BKQ station in the upstream of the DHF reservoir is considered as that before the construction of the7

DHF reservoir to analyze the effect of the reservoir operation on the propagation duration. The locations of the four8

hydrological stations are shown in Fig. 1. The BKQ station is located upstream of the DHF reservoir, while SY and XJWP9

stations are successively arranged in the downstream of DHF reservoir.10

It is clear from Fig. 8 that, from the point of view of the F-series, the PTMH of SY (14.9 months) and XJWP (11.9 months)11

station were obviously higher than the BKQ (4.1 months) station’s, whilst the PTMH of DHF (4.3 months) station was12

almost equal to BKQ station’s, which indicated that the PTMH was significantly postponed by the operation of DHF13

reservoir. It signified that the operation of DHF reservoir has observably enhanced the drought resistance of the HRB.14

Moreover, the PTMH of SY station was higher than the XJWP station’s, which implied that the improvement effect is15

weakness with the rising of the interval from hydrological stations to DHF reservoir. Similar to the F-series, the drought16

propagation times of SY and XJWP station were obviously higher than the BKQ station’s from seasonal perspective, while17

the PTMH of DHF station was not significantly different from that of BKQ station. Meanwhile, the seasonal variations of18
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PTMH in DHF, SY, and XJWP station were brought into line with BKQ hydrological station with the characteristics of long1

PTMH in spring and winter, and short in summer and autumn, which shown that the construction of DHF reservoirs did not2

affect the seasonal distribution of drought propagation time. Higher temperatures in summer and autumn may be the reason3

for the relatively low PTMH of spring and winter. In addition, there are a large amount of snow in winter and most of the4

snow melts in the next spring at HRB. Therefore, the longer PTMH in winter and spring may be caused by the lower5

temperature in spring and winter and the melting of snow in spring. However, it is worth mentioning that compared with6

other seasons, the PTMH of XJWP station was longer than that of SY station in summer and compared to other stations, the7

PTMH of XJWP station in summer are longer than that of winter. These two changes indicated that the duration of drought8

propagation at XJWP in summer was prolonged, which may be due to the partial agricultural water supply from DHF9

reservoir directly reaching downstream through channels without passing through SY station in summer. For S-P, the10

drought propagation times of SY station and XJWP station were both longer than BKQ station, and with the rising of11

interval between hydrological station and DHF reservoir, the PTMH showed a decreasing trend, which showed similar12

characteristics with the F-series. It is worth mentioning that the PTMH of XJWP station is longer than SY station during13

WS-P, which was inconsistent with the conclusion that the PTMH decreases as the increase of the interval between14

hydrological station and reservoir during S-P. The reason for this is most likely that part of agricultural water supply from15

DHF reservoir directly reaching downstream through channels without passing through SY station, which increased runoff at16

XJWP station while SY station runoff was not affected. Moreover, agricultural water supplies mostly occur in the summer,17

which can be mutually verified with the results of seasonal perspective.18

In conclusion, the PTMH of SY and XJWP station were higher than BKQ station’s in different periods. The drought19

PTMH of the lower reaches of DHF reservoir has been remarkably strengthened in each period owing to the operation of20

DHF. Moreover, with the strengthening of hydrological drought level and the rising of interval between hydrological station21

and DHF reservoir, the improvement effect was weakened. Meanwhile, the PTMH showed longer in spring and winter,22

while shorter in summer and autumn and the PTMH of XJWP station was longer than that of SY station in WS-P because of23

the effect of agricultural water supply operation of DHF reservoir.24
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1
Figure. 8 The PTMH of BKQ, DHF, SY and XJWP from meteorological to hydrological drought in different periods.2

4.4 The contribution of large reservoir to drought resistance of catchment3

In this study, drought propagation threshold model was established to explore the influence of large reservoir on drought4

resistance of watershed. In the model, moderate, severe and extreme hydrological droughts defined in Section 4.2 were5

selected as specific hydrological droughts. The drought duration and severity of each hydrological drought event were taken6

as the target respectively, and the corresponding CPD was regarded as the condition. The CPD interval, triggering moderate,7

severe, and extreme hydrological droughts at a confidence level of 0.95, was calculated according to the drought propagation8

threshold model introduced in Section 3.5.9

In this model, five common functions including Gamma, EXP, GEV, Logn, and WBL, were used to fit the sequence of10

CPD of hydrological drought events in the three sub-basins in the HRB and AIC and K-S test were applied to select the11

best-fit distribution, and the consequences were shown in Table 3. The commonly used bivariate theoretical copula functions,12

including Clayton, Frank, and Gumbel copula were considered for modeling the dependence structure between CPD and13

drought duration (D-CPD) and severity (S-CPD), respectively. Based on the RMSE and AIC, the GOF Copula functions14

were selected and shown in Table 6.15

Table. 6 GOF evaluation of different copula functions between CPD and drought duration and severity at four stations.16

Zone Clayton-copula Gumbel-copula Frank-copula

RMSE AIC RMSE AIC RMSE AIC

BKQ D - CPD 0.04 -328.89 0.03 -357.89 0.04 -351.42

S - CPD 0.04 -350.47 0.04 -345.27 0.03 -356.09

DHF D - CPD 0.05 -329.21 0.04 -363.87 0.04 -356.69

S - CPD 0.03 -415.23 0.03 -403.56 0.02 -422.79

SY D - CPD 0.08 -186.73 0.06 -202.51 0.07 -199.87

S - CPD 0.06 -208.39 0.05 -239.79 0.05 -234.15

XJWP D - CPD 0.04 -243.17 0.04 -242.58 0.04 -246.92

S - CPD 0.04 -247.25 0.04 -258.98 0.03 -264.62
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The bold letters represent the selected optimal copula functions.1

Fig. 9 shows the conditional probabilities of occurrence of hydrological droughts with different levels under the condition2

of various CPD in four stations. After the operation of DHF Reservoir, the CPD interval triggering different levels of3

hydrological drought and the improvement of drought resistance (IDR) were shown in Table 7. It can be seen from Table 74

that, in general, CPD intervals which triggered moderate, severe and extreme hydrological droughts in BKQ were lower than5

SY and XJWP, while higher than that of DHF, which signified that the operation of DHF reservoir has remarkably6

strengthened the drought resistance in the lower reaches of DHF reservoir while weakened the drought resistance in the7

upper reaches of DHF reservoir. Moreover, it was clear from Table 7 that, the IDR decline with the rising of hydrological8

drought level in DHF, which indicated that the weakening effect of drought resistance increased with the rising of9

hydrological drought level. On the contrary, the improvement effect of drought resistance increased with the rising of10

hydrological drought level in SY. With the increase of hydrological drought level, the IDR value of XJWP first increased11

and then decreased, and reached the maximum at severe drought level, which showed that the improvement effect of drought12

resistance was the greatest at severe hydrological drought level. Meanwhile, it was obvious from Table 7 that, the CPD and13

IDR showed an strengthening trend in moderate and severe drought levels, and a decreasing trend in extreme drought levels14

with the rising of interval between hydrological stations and DHF reservoir in the lower reaches of DHF reservoir. The15

results demonstrated that the improvement of drought resistance increased in moderate and severe hydrological droughts,16

while decreased in extreme hydrological droughts as the rising of interval between hydrological stations and DHF reservoir.17

Table. 7 CPD threshold ranges for triggering different levels of hydrological drought at HRB.18

Drought scenario Moderate Severe Extreme

BKQ CPD (mm) [158.6,185.5] [210.4,261.5] [300.8,347.7]

DHF CPD (mm) [156.9,182.7] [187.1,198.4] [206.6,291.7]

IDR (%) [-0.8,-0.6] [-18.1,-7.7] [-31.3,-16.1]

SY CPD (mm) [204.3,218.0] [290.6,314.6] [493.1,543.5]

IDR (%) [9.3,15.2] [15.3,26.7] [56.3,63.9]

XJWP CPD (mm) [220.5,241.2] [296.7,334.3] [385.7,396.8]

IDR (%) [16.0,20.6] [20.9,28.7] [14.1,28.2]
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1

Figure. 9 Conditional probabilities of occurrence of moderate (a), severe (b), and extreme (c) hydrological drought under the circumstance2

of various CPD at HRB.3

5 Conclusions4

In this paper, SPI and SRI were adopted to characterize meteorological and hydrological drought respectively, and the5

spatiotemporal variation characteristics of hydrological drought were identified in the HRB from 1967 to 2019. Meanwhile,6

copula functions were established based on drought duration and severity to calculate the return period of hydrological7

drought. Furthermore, the PTMH were determined by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficients between 1-month SRI8

and multi-time scale SPI. Finally, based on CPD thresholds for triggering hydrological drought, the impact of large reservoir9

on drought resistance of the basin was revealed. From the results, primary conclusions are given as follows:10

(1) Hydrological drought showed a slight strengthening trend in DHF, while presented alternate characteristics of drought11
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and flood in SY and XJWP from 1967 to 2019. From seasonal perspective, drought presented an strengthening trend in each1

season at DHF. Nevertheless, drought presented an strengthening trend in summer and autumn, while showed a decreasing2

trend in spring and winter at SY and XJWP.3

(2) The western and center of the HRB were vulnerable districts to hydrological drought with longer drought duration and4

higher severity. Furthermore, the eastern region of the HRB was more sensitive to short-duration drought, which was5

dominated by two-month and three-month drought events.6

(3) The return periods Tand (Tor) of moderate, severe, and extreme hydrological drought in DHF, SY and XJWP were 2.37

(1.7), 4.5 (3.1), 22.8 (14.9), 3.3 (2.7), 6.7 (4.8), 71.0 (18.6), 3.2 (2.6), 7.3 (4.4) and 79.0 (16.3) years, respectively.8

(4) The average PTMH in BKQ, DHF, SY and XJWP were 4.1, 4.3, 14.9, and 1.9 months, respectively, which indicated9

that the PTMH of the lower reaches of DHF reservoir has been significantly improved owing to the operation of DHF.10

Moreover, with the increase of interval between hydrological station and DHF reservoir, the improvement effect was11

weakened.12

(5) The mean CPD thresholds at BKQ, DHF, SY and XJWP were 172.1, 169.8, 211.2 and 230.9 mm, severe were 236.0,13

192.8, 302.6 and 315.5 mm, and extreme were 324.3, 249.8, 518.3 and 391.3 mm, respectively, which showed that the14

operation of large reservoir strengthened the drought resistance in the lower reaches while lightly weaken the drought15

resistance in the upper reaches of DHF reservoir.16

Generally, the findings of this study are helpful to reveal the evolution characteristics of hydrological drought and the17

efficiency of large reservoir in resisting drought. Therefore, the establishment of drought hydrological warning and control18

system based on the operation of large reservoirs is of certain practical value to the local drought mitigation.19
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